
STEM REFLECTION I 
  Carpe Diem!  Seize the Day! 

 “Write it on your heart that every day is the best day in the year ” ~Emerson

Who Are We Not to Be Brilliant
"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate; our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is 

our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, 
talented, and fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be?  Your playing small doesn't serve the world. There is 

nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you. We were born to make 
manifest the glory  that is within is. It's not just in some of us; it's in everyone. And as we let our own light 

shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, 
our presence automatically liberates others."

“Leadership...  know where youʼre going -or- youʼll get  no where fast!”

 
Grade Your Soft Skills!  1= This is a goal!  4=I’ve mastered this skill!

Energy

Cooperation
Participation

Listening Skills

Effort

Respect to Property

Respect to Teachers

Respect to Classmates
4 3 21 

Name: 



Name:
TYPES Which are you __an A? or a Z?

There are only two types of people in the world. Type A and Type Z. It isn't hard 
to tell which type you are. How long before the plane leaves do you arrive at the 
airport?

Early plane catchers, Type A, pack their bags at least a day in advance, and 
they pack neatly. If they're booked on a flight that leaves at four in the afternoon, they 
get up at five-thirty that morning. If they haven't left the house by noon, they're worried 
about missing the plane.

Late plane catchers, Type Z, pack hastily at the last minute and arrive at the 
airport too late to buy a newspaper.

What do you do with a new book? Type A reads more carefully and finishes 
every book, even though it isn't any good.
Type Z skims through a lot of books and is more apt to write in the margins with a 
pencil. Type A eats a good breakfast: Type Z grabs a cup of coffee.

(1) This passage is A. scientific.
B. emotional. C. amusing. D. persuasive.

(2) Judging by this piece, what is the purpose of an essay?
A. to give a personal view of a situation
B. to argue for or against an issue
C. to give an unbiased view of a situation
D. to predict what will happen in certain situations

(3) What would be a good description of a Type A person? 
A. cautious and careful 
B. stubborn and opinionated
C. carefree and joyful 
D. optimistic and hopeful

(4) "Come experience America's classic musical!"
Which word in this sentence shows something belongs to someone or something? 
A. Come
B. classic
C. musical
D. America's

(5) List five nouns from the passage above:

______________    ______________   ______________   ______________  ______________

(6) List five verbs from the passage above:

______________    ______________   ______________   ______________  ______________


